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This is the assignment that was done during the YN program “Understanding the Redbook” at the June meet-
ing. 
 
  

Editor’s Say 
 

Happy June everyone. I hope you are keeping cool! Our YN meetings are going to look different from now on. 
Jim will not be our advisor anymore. Plus, I understand there will be more changes coming soon. Stay tuned!

                                                                                                      
             Dillon 



YN Assignment for July 2022 

NUMISMATIC TRIVIA 

Name: ___________________________ 

If any YN is unable to attend the meeting, the assignment 
may be mailed to: 

YN Advisor 
PO Box  3913 

Springfield, MO 65808 

 

10 correct            3 YN dollars 
  9 correct                        2 YN dollars 
  8 correct                        1 YN dollar 

1. What years did the Kennedy half dollar have 40% silver? ________________________________________ 

 

2. How many years were the Franklin half dollars minted?  ________________________________________ 

 

3. What 3 years was the Jefferson nickel NOT minted in Philadelphia? _______________________________ 

 

4. What date year was the Roosevelt dime struck in 4 different mints? ________________________________ 

 

5. Who was the primary designer of U.S. coins from 1883-1916? ____________________________________ 

 

6. Re: the Jefferson nickel, what year date were mint marks moved to the obverse? ______________________ 

 

7. What was the first year date clad coins were minted? ___________________________________________ 

 

8. Re: Eisenhower dollar series, what year date is not shown? _______________________________________ 

 

9. How many quarter designs were minted in 2009? ______________________________________________ 

 

10. What is the first year date the “Native American” dollars series were minted? _______________________ 

YN Advisor Minute 
 

• Coin Search: Wes brought in a P cent and P nickel and earned 2 YN dollars. Keep searching for a D nickel 
and P dime. 

• Bring a Friend: Wes brought a visitor, Levi, and earned 2 YN dollars. 
• New YN Members: The OCC welcomes new YN members, Alex and his sister, Nina. 
• June Birthdays: Birthday wishes to Joslyn and Taylor. 
• The June YN program was "Understanding the Redbook" 

 

Message to YNs 
 
I have been the OCC YN advisor for over 14 years. The time has come for other 
OCC member(s) to continue to conduct YN programs. The June meeting was my 
last as YN advisor. I look forward to seeing each of you at future meetings. Jim G 


